
Super Fun and Super Fast Music Reading
Exercises for Young Singers
Are you tired of boring and monotonous music reading exercises that make
your young singers yawn? Look no further! In this article, you will discover
a plethora of exciting and engaging exercises that will make music reading
a thrilling adventure for your students. These exercises are designed to
enhance their sight-reading skills, rhythm accuracy, and overall musical
understanding while keeping them entertained and motivated. So, get
ready to embark on a musical journey that is both enjoyable and
educational!

Exercise 1: The Musical Scavenger Hunt

Materials:

* A variety of musical scores with different levels of difficulty * A stopwatch
or timer
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1. Divide your students into teams of 3-4 members. 2. Give each team a list
of musical symbols or terms that they need to find in the scores (e.g.,
quarter notes, half notes, sharps, flats). 3. Set a time limit of 5-10 minutes.
4. The team that finds all the symbols or terms correctly and in the shortest
time wins.

This exercise not only improves their symbol recognition but also
encourages teamwork and friendly competition.

Exercise 2: The Musical Maze

Materials:

* A white board or large piece of paper * Markers or crayons

Instructions:

1. Draw a maze on the board with different paths leading to different
musical symbols. 2. Divide the students into two teams. 3. Give each team
a starting point and a specific musical symbol they need to reach. 4. The
first team to complete the maze and reach their symbol correctly wins.

This exercise enhances their symbol identification and develops their
problem-solving skills.

Exercise 3: The Musical Relay Race

Materials:

* A variety of musical scores * A baton or pointer

Instructions:



1. Divide your students into two lines facing each other. 2. Place a musical
score at the end of each line. 3. The first student in each line takes the
baton and runs to the score. 4. They must correctly identify a specific
symbol or term in the score and then return to their team. 5. The next
student takes the baton and runs to the score to identify a different symbol
or term. 6. The team that completes the relay first with all symbols or terms
identified correctly wins.

This exercise promotes quick recognition, teamwork, and a little bit of
healthy competition.

Exercise 4: The Musical Charades

Materials:

* A list of musical terms or symbols * A hat or bowl

Instructions:

1. Write down a variety of musical terms or symbols on slips of paper. 2.
Place the slips of paper in a hat or bowl. 3. Divide your students into two
teams. 4. Have one student from each team take turns picking a slip of
paper and acting out the term or symbol for their team to guess. 5. The
team that guesses the most terms or symbols correctly wins.

This exercise enhances their musical vocabulary and encourages creative
expression.

Exercise 5: The Musical Bingo

Materials:



* Bingo cards with different musical symbols or terms printed on them * A
bag or bowl with musical notation cards

Instructions:

1. Create bingo cards with different musical symbols or terms printed in
each square. 2. Place the musical notation cards in a bag or bowl. 3. Have
one student draw a card and sing or play the notation on the card. 4. The
students check their bingo cards to see if they have the corresponding
symbol or term. 5. The first student to complete a line or a full bingo card
wins.

This exercise reinforces their symbol recognition and develops their
listening skills.

Exercise 6: The Musical Memory Match

Materials:

* A set of cards with musical symbols or terms written on them * A timer or
stopwatch

Instructions:

1. Spread the cards face down on a table or floor. 2. Have one student flip
over two cards at a time to try and match the symbols or terms. 3. If they
match, they keep the cards and have another turn. 4. If they don't match,
they flip the cards back over and the next student takes a turn. 5. The
student with the most matches at the end of the game wins.

This exercise improves their memory and symbol recognition in a fun and
competitive way.



Exercise 7: The Musical Jenga

Materials:

* A Jenga tower * A list of musical questions or challenges

Instructions:

1. Write down a variety of musical questions or challenges on the Jenga
blocks. 2. Build a Jenga tower. 3. Have one student pull out a block and
read the question or challenge aloud. 4. The student must answer the
question or complete the challenge correctly. 5. If they succeed, they keep
the block and the tower continues. 6. If they fail, the tower collapses and
the game is over.

This exercise combines music knowledge with a thrilling game of skill and
strategy.

Exercise 8: The Musical Twister

Materials:

* A Twister mat * A spinner with musical symbols or terms written on it

Instructions:

1. Spread out the Twister mat on the floor. 2. Have one student spin the
spinner and read out the musical symbol or term. 3. The students must
move their hands or feet to the corresponding symbol or term on the mat.
4. The game continues until one student falls or makes a mistake.

This exercise promotes coordination, symbol recognition, and a lot of
laughter.



Exercise 9: The Musical Hot Potato

Materials:

* A musical instrument or object * A timer or stopwatch

Instructions:

1. Have your students sit in a circle. 2. Pass the musical instrument or
object around the circle while playing music. 3. When the music stops, the
student holding the instrument must answer a musical question or perform
a musical task (e.g., sing a scale, identify a chord). 4. If they answer or
perform correctly, they pass the instrument to the next student. 5. If they
fail, they are out of the game. 6. The game continues until only one student
remains.

This exercise encourages quick thinking, musical knowledge, and a bit of
suspense.

Exercise 10: The Musical Pictionary

Materials:

* A whiteboard or large piece of paper * Markers or crayons

Instructions:

1. Divide your students into two teams. 2. Have one student from each
team take turns drawing a musical symbol or term on the board while their
team tries to guess what it is. 3. The team with the most correct guesses
wins.

This exercise enhances their symbol recognition and communication skills.



Incorporating these super fun and super fast music reading exercises into
your teaching will transform your students' learning experience. By making
music reading an engaging and enjoyable adventure, you will foster their
love for music and set them on a path to lifelong musical success.
Remember, learning should not only be effective but also enjoyable. So, let
the music flow, the laughter echo, and the musical literacy soar with these
incredible exercises!
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The Full Voice Workbook Level Two is a comprehensive resource
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